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Abstract
We present a method to reconstruct the three-
dimensional trajectory of a moving instance of a known
object category in monocular video data. We track the
two-dimensional shape of objects on pixel level exploiting
instance-aware semantic segmentation techniques and op-
tical flow cues. We apply Structure from Motion techniques
to object and background images to determine for each
frame camera poses relative to object instances and back-
ground structures. By combining object and background
camera pose information, we restrict the object trajectory to
a one-parameter family of possible solutions. We compute a
ground representation by fusing background structures and
corresponding semantic segmentations. This allows us to
determine an object trajectory consistent to image obser-
vations and reconstructed environment model. Our method
is robust to occlusion and handles temporarily stationary
objects. We show qualitative results using drone imagery.
Due to the lack of suitable benchmark datasets we present a
new dataset to evaluate the quality of reconstructed three-
dimensional object trajectories. The video sequences con-
tain vehicles in urban areas and are rendered using the
path-tracing render engine Cycles to achieve realistic re-
sults. We perform a quantitative evaluation of the presented
approach using this dataset. Our algorithm achieves an av-
erage reconstruction-to-ground-truth distance of 0.31 me-
ter. The dataset will be publicly available on our website1.
1. Introduction
1.1. Trajectory Reconstruction
The reconstruction of three-dimensional object motion
trajectories is important for autonomous systems and aug-
1Project page: URL
mented reality applications. There are different platforms
like drones or wearable systems where one wants to achieve
this task with a minimal number of devices in order to re-
duce weight or lower production costs. We propose an ap-
proach to reconstruct three-dimensional object motion tra-
jectories using a single camera as sensor.
The reconstruction of object motion trajectories in monocu-
lar video data captured by moving cameras is a challenging
task, since in general it cannot be solely solved exploiting
image observations. Each observed object motion trajectory
is scale ambiguous. Additional constraints are required to
identify a motion trajectory consistent to background struc-
tures. [23, 13, 3] assume that the camera is mounted on
a driving vehicle, i.e. the camera has specific height and
a known pose. [16, 28, 17] solve the scale ambiguity by
making assumptions about object and camera motion tra-
jectories. We follow Ozden’s principle of non-accidental
motion trajectories [16] and introduce a new object motion
constraint exploiting semantic segmentation and terrain ge-
ometry to compute consistent object motion trajectories.
In many scenarios objects cover only a minority of pixels in
video frames. This increases the difficulty of reconstruct-
ing object motion trajectories using image data. In such
cases current state-of-the-art Structure from Motion (SfM)
approaches treat moving object observations most likely as
outliers and reconstruct background structures instead. Pre-
vious works, e.g. [11, 12], tackle this problem by consider-
ing multiple video frames to determine moving parts in the
video. They apply motion segmentation or keypoint track-
ing to detect moving objects. These kind of approaches are
vulnerable to occlusion and require objects to move in order
to separate them from background structures.
Our method exploits recent results in instance-aware se-
mantic segmentation and rigid Structure from Motion tech-
niques. Thus, our approach extends naturally to station-
ary objects. In addition, we do not exploit specific camera
pose constraints like a fixed camera-ground-angle or a fixed
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camera-ground-distance. We evaluate the presented object
motion trajectory reconstruction algorithm in UAV scenar-
ios, where such constraints are not valid.
1.2. Related Work
Semantic segmentation or scene parsing is the task of
providing semantic information at pixel-level. Early seman-
tic segmentation approaches using ConvNets, e.g. Farabet
et al. [5], exploit patchwise training. Long et al. [21] ap-
plied Fully Convolutinal Networks for semantic segmenta-
tion, which are trained end-to-end. Recently, [4, 14, 9] pro-
posed instance-aware semantic segmentation approaches.
The field of Structure from Motion (SfM) can be divided
into iterative and global approaches. Iterative or sequential
SfM methods [22, 27, 15, 24, 20] are more likely to find
reasonable solutions than global SfM approaches [15, 24].
However, the latter are less prone to drift.
The determination of the correct scale ratio between ob-
ject and background reconstruction requires additional con-
straints. Ozden et al. [16] exploit the non-accidentalness
principle in the context of independently moving objects.
Yuan et al. [28] propose to reconstruct the 3D object tra-
jectory by assuming that the object motion is perpendicu-
lar to the normal vector of the ground plane. Kundu et al.
[11] exploit motion segmentation with multibody VSLAM
to reconstruct the trajectory of moving cars. They use an
instantaneous constant velocity model in combination with
Bearing only Tracking to estimate consistent object scales.
Park et al. propose an approach in [17] to reconstruct the
trajectory of a single 3D point tracked over time by approx-
imating the motion using a linear combination of trajectory
basis vectors. Previous works, like [16, 28, 11, 17] show
only qualitative results.
1.3. Contribution
The core contributions of this work are as follows. (1)
We present a new framework to reconstruct the three-
dimensional trajectory of moving instances of known ob-
ject categories in monocular video data leveraging sate-
of-the-art semantic segmentation and structure from mo-
tion approaches. (2) We propose a novel method to com-
pute object motion trajectories consistent to image obser-
vations and background structures. (3) In contrast to previ-
ous work, we quantitatively evaluate the reconstructed ob-
ject motion trajectories. (4) We created a new object mo-
tion trajectory benchmark dataset due to the lack of publicly
available video data of moving objects with suitable ground
truth data. The dataset consists of photo-realistic rendered
videos of urban environments. It includes animated vehicles
as well as set of predefined camera and object motion trajec-
tories. 3D vehicle and environmental models used for ren-
dering serve as ground truth. (5) We will publish the dataset
and evaluation scripts to foster future object motion recon-
struction related research.
1.4. Paper Overview
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the structure and the components of the proposed pipeline.
In section 2.1 we derive an expression for a one-parameter
family of possible object motion trajectories combining ob-
ject and background reconstruction results. Section 2.2 de-
scribes a method to approximate the ground locally. In sec-
tion 2.3 we describe a method to compute consistent object
motion trajectories. In section 4 we provide an qualitative
and quantitative evaluation of the presented algorithms us-
ing drone imagery and rendered video data. Section 5 con-
cludes the paper.
2. Object Motion Trajectory Reconstruction
The pipeline of our approach is shown in Fig. 1. The
input is an ordered image sequence. We track two-
dimensional object shapes on pixel level across video se-
quences following the approach presented in [2]. In contrast
to [2], we identify object shapes exploiting the instance-
aware semantic segmentation method presented in [14] and
associate extracted object shapes of subsequent frames us-
ing the optical flow approach described in [10]. Without
the loss of generality, we describe motion trajectory recon-
structions of single objects. We apply SfM [15, 20] to ob-
ject and background images as shown in Fig. 1. Object
images denote images containing only color information of
single object instance. Similarly, background images show
only background structures. We combine object and back-
ground reconstructions to determine possible, visually iden-
tical, object motion trajectories. We compute a consistent
object motion trajectory exploiting constraints derived from
reconstructed terrain ground geometry.
2.1. Object Trajectory Representation
In order to estimate a consistent object motion trajectory
we apply SfM simultaneously to object and background im-
ages as shown in Fig. 1. We denote the corresponding SfM
results with sfm(o) and sfm(b). Let o(o)j ∈ P(o) and
b
(b)
k ∈ P(b) denote the 3D points contained in sfm(o) or
sfm(b), respectively. The superscripts o and b in o(o)j and
b
(b)
k describe the corresponding coordinate frame. The vari-
ables j and k are the indices of points in the object or the
background point cloud, respectively. We denote the re-
constructed intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of each reg-
istered input image as virtual camera. Each virtual camera
in sfm(o) and sfm(b) corresponds to a certain frame from
which object and background images are extracted. We as-
sociate virtual cameras in sfm(o) with the corresponding
virtual cameras in sfm(b) and vice versa. In the follow-
ing, we consider only camera pairs, whose virtual cameras
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Figure 1: Overview of the Trajectory Reconstruction Pipeline.
are contained in sfm(o) and sfm(b). Because of missing
image registrations this may not be the case for all virtual
cameras.
We reconstruct the object motion trajectory by combining
information of corresponding virtual cameras. For any vir-
tual camera pair of an image with index i the object SfM
result sfm(o) contains information of object point positions
o
(o)
j relative to virtual cameras with camera centers c
(o)
i and
rotations R(o)i . We express each object point o
(o)
j in camera
coordinates o(i)j of camera i using equation (1)
o
(i)
j = R
(o)
i · (o(o)j − c(o)i ). (1)
The background SfM result sfm(b) contains the camera
center c(b)i and the corresponding rotation R
(b)
i , which pro-
vide pose information of the camera with respect to the re-
constructed background. Note, that the camera coordinate
systems of virtual cameras in sfm(o) and sfm(b) are equiv-
alent. We use c(b)i and R
(b)
i to transform object points to the
background coordinate system using equation (2)
o
(b)
j,i = c
(b)
i +R
T (b)
i · o(i)j . (2)
In general, the scale ratio of object and background re-
construction does not match due to the scale ambiguity of
SfM reconstructions [8]. We tackle this problem by treat-
ing the scale of the background as reference scale and by
introducing a scale ratio factor r to adjust the scale of ob-
ject point coordinates. The overall transformation of object
points given in object coordinates o(o)j to object points in
the background coordinate frame system o(b)j,i of camera i is
described according to equation (3).
o
(b)
j,i = c
(b)
i + r ·RT (b)i ·R(o)i · (o(o)j − c(o)i )
:= c
(b)
i + r · v(b)j,i
(3)
with
v
(b)
j,i = R
T (b)
i ·R(o)i · (o(o)j − c(o)i ) = o(b)j,i − c(b)i . (4)
Given the scale ratio r, we can recover the full object motion
trajectory computing equation (4) for each virtual camera
pair. We use o(b)j,i of all cameras and object points as object
motion trajectory representation. The ambiguity mentioned
in section 1 is expressed by the unknown scale ratio r.
2.2. Terrain Ground Approximation
Further camera or object motion constraints are required
to determine the scale ratio r introduced in equation (4).
In contrast to previous work [16, 28, 17, 13, 23, 3] we as-
sume that the object category of interest moves on top of
the terrain. We exploit semantic segmentation techniques
to estimate an approximation of the ground surface of the
scene. We apply the ConvNet presented in [21] to deter-
mine ground categories like street or grass for all input im-
ages on pixel level. We consider only stable background
points, i.e. 3D points that are observed at least four times.
We determine for each 3D point a ground or non-ground
label by accumulating the semantic labels of corresponding
keypoint measurement pixel positions. This allows us to de-
termine a subset of background points, which represent the
ground of the scene. We approximate the ground surface
locally using plane representations. For each frame i we
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use corresponding estimated camera parameters and object
point observations to determine a set of ground points Pi
close to the object. We build a kd-tree containing all ground
measurement positions of the current frame. For each ob-
ject point observation, we determine the numb closest back-
ground measurements. In our experiments, we set numb to
50. Let cardi be the cardinality of Pi. While cardi is less
than numb, we add the next background observation of each
point measurement. This results in an equal distribution of
local ground points around the vehicle. We apply RANSAC
[6] to compute a local approximation of the ground surface
using Pi. Each plane is defined by a corresponding normal
vector ni and an arbitrary point pi lying on the plane.
2.3. Scale Estimation using Constant Distance Con-
straints
In section 2.3, we exploit priors of object motion to im-
prove the robustness of the reconstructed object trajectory.
We assume that the object of interest moves on a locally
planar surface. In this case the distance of each object point
o
(b)
j,i to the ground is constant for all cameras i. The re-
constructed trajectory shows this property only for the true
scale ratio and non-degenerated camera motion. For exam-
ple, a degenerate case occurs when the camera moves ex-
actly parallel to a planar object motion. For a more detailed
discussion of degenerated camera motions see [16].
2.3.1 Scale Ratio Estimation using a Single View Pair
We use the term view to denote cameras and correspond-
ing local ground planes. The signed distance of an object
point o(b)j,i to the ground plane can be computed according
to equation (5)
dj,i = ni · (o(b)j,i − pi), (5)
where pi is a point on the local ground plane and ni is the
corresponding normal vector. If the object moves on top of
the approximated terrain ground the distance dj,i should be
independent of a specific camera i. We substitute dj,i with
dj in equation (5). This allows us to combine equation (5)
of the same point and different cameras.
ni · (o(b)j,i − pi) = ni′ · (o(b)j,i′ − pi′). (6)
Substituting equation (3) in equation (6) results in (7)
ni · (c(b)i + r ·v(b)j,i −pi) = ni′ · (c(b)i′ + r ·v(b)j,i′ −pi′) (7)
Solving equation (7) for r yields equation (8)
r =
ni′ · (c(b)i′ − pi′)− ni · (c(b)i − pi)
(ni · v(b)j,i − ni′ · v(b)j,i′)
. (8)
Equation (8) allows us to determine the scale ratio r
between object and background reconstruction using the
extrinsic parameters of two cameras and corresponding
ground approximations.
2.3.2 Scale Ratio Estimation using View Pair Ranking
The accuracy of the estimated scale ratio r in equation (8)
is subject to the condition of the parameters of the partic-
ular view pair. For instance, if the numerator or denomi-
nator is close to zero, small errors in the camera poses or
ground approximations may result in negative scale ratios.
In addition, wrongly estimated local plane normal vectors
may disturb camera-plane distances. We tackle these prob-
lems by combining two different view pair rankings. The
first ranking uses for each view pair the difference of the
camera-plane distances, i.e. the numerator in equation (8).
The second ranking reflects the quality of the local ground
approximation w.r.t. the object reconstruction. For a view
pair with well reconstructed local planes the variance of the
corresponding scale ratios is small. This allows for the de-
termination of ill conditioned view pairs. The second rank-
ing uses the scale ratio difference to order the view pairs.
We sort the view pairs by weighting both ranks equally. Let
vp denote the view pair with the lowest overall rank. The fi-
nal scale ratio is determined by using a least squares method
w.r.t. all equations of vp.
3. Virtual Object Motion Trajectory Dataset
To quantitatively evaluate the quality of the recon-
structed object motion trajectory we require accurate object
and environment models as well as object and camera poses
at each time step. The simultaneous capturing of corre-
sponding ground truth data with sufficient quality is difficult
to achieve. For example, one could capture the environment
geometry with LIDAR sensors and the camera / object pose
with an additional system. However, the registration and
synchronization of all these different modalities is a com-
plex and cumbersome process. The result will contain noise
and other artifacts like drift. To tackle these issues we ex-
ploit virtual models. Previously published virtually gener-
ated and virtually augmented datasets, like [18, 19, 7, 25],
provide data for different application domains and do not in-
clude three-dimensional ground truth information. We build
a virtual world including an urban environment, animated
vehicles as well as predefined vehicle and camera motion
trajectories. This allows us to compute spatial and temporal
error free ground truth data. We exploit procedural gener-
ation of textures to avoid artificial repetitions. Thus, our
dataset is suitable for evaluating SfM algorithms.
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(a) Environment Model from
a Bird’s Eye Perspective (in
Blender)
(b) Environment Rendered from
a Bird’s Eye Perspective (Ren-
dered)
(c) Car Model with Motion Path
in Street Scene (in Blender)
(d) Rendered Street Scene
Figure 2: Example Scenes from the Virtual Object Trajectory Dataset.
(a) Input Frame 0 (b) Input Frame 100 (c) Input Frame 200 (d) Reconstructed Trajectory
(Top View)
Figure 3: Car Trajectory Reconstruction using 250 frames with a resolution of 1920 x 1080 pixels captured by a DJI drone.
3.1. Virtual World
We used Blender [1] to create a virtual world consist-
ing of a city surrounded by a countryside. We exploit pro-
cedural generation to compute textures of large surfaces,
like streets and sidewalks, to avoid degenerated Structure
from Motion results caused by artificial texture repetitions.
The virtual world includes different assets like trees, traf-
fic lights, streetlights, phone booths, bus stops and benches.
We collected a set of publicly available vehicle assets to
populate the scenes. We used skeletal animation, also re-
ferred to as rigging, for vehicle animation. This includes
wheel rotation and steering w.r.t. the motion trajectory as
well as consistent vehicle placement on uneven ground sur-
faces. The animation of wheels is important to avoid unre-
alistic wheel point triangulations. We adjusted the scale of
vehicles and virtual environment using Blender’s unit sys-
tem. This allows us to set the virtual space in relation to the
real world. The extent of the generated virtual world cor-
responds to one square kilometer. We exploit environment
mapping to achieve realistic illumination. With Blender’s
built-in tools, we defined a set of camera and object motion
trajectories. This allows us to determine the exact 3D pose
of cameras and vehicles at each time step.
3.2. Trajectory Dataset
We use the previously created virtual world to build a
new object trajectory dataset1. The dataset consists of 35
sequences capturing five vehicles in different urban scenes.
Fig. 2 shows some example images. The virtual video se-
quences cover a high variety of object and camera poses.
The object trajectories reflect common vehicle motions in-
clude vehicle acceleration, different curve types and motion
on changing slopes. We use the path-tracing render engine
Cycles [1] to achieve photo realistic rendering results. We
observed that the removal of artificial path-tracing artifacts
using denoising is crucial to avoid degenerated SfM recon-
structions.
The dataset includes 6D object and camera poses for each
frame as well as ground truth meshes of corresponding ve-
hicle models. In contrast to measured ground truth data, vir-
tual ground truth data is free of noise and shows no spatial
registration or temporal synchronization inaccuracies. The
dataset contains semantic segmentations of objects, ground
and background to separate the reconstruction task from
specific semantic segmentation and tracking approaches. In
addition to the virtual data, the dataset also includes the
computed reconstruction results. We will make our eval-
uation scripts publicly available to foster future analysis of
object trajectory estimation.
4. Experiments and Evaluation
We show qualitative results and quantitative evaluations
using real drone footage and virtual generated drone im-
agery, respectively. Fig. 3 shows the reconstruction of a car
motion trajectory using images captured by a DJI drone.
Fig. 4 shows an example of the virtual object trajectory
dataset. Fig. 4(j) and Fig. 4(i) show the object point cloud
transformed into the virtual world coordinate frame system.
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(a) Ground Truth Object Path (b) Object Model in Blender (c) Rendered Scene (d) Object Segmentation
(e) Background Segmentation (f) Ground Segmentation (g) Object Reconstruction (h) Background Reconstruction
(i) Reconstructed Object Motion
Trajectory
(j) Reconstructed Object Motion
Trajectory
(k) Ground Truth Model at Dif-
ferent Frames Overlayed With
Reconstruction
(l) Ground Truth Model at Differ-
ent Frames Overlayed With Re-
construction
Figure 4: Car trajectory reconstruction using 60 virtual frames with a resolution of 1920 x 1080 pixels.
Fig. 4(k) and Fig. 4(l) show the overlay result of trans-
formed points and the corresponding virtual ground truth
model. To segment the two-dimensional shape of objects of
interest we follow the approach presented in [2]. In con-
trast to [2], we used [14] and [10] to segment and track
visible objects, respectively. We considered the follow-
ing SfM pipelines for object and background reconstruc-
tions: Colmap [20], OpenMVG [15], Theia [24] and Visu-
alSfM [27]. Our object trajectory reconstruction pipeline
uses Colmap for object and OpenMVG for background re-
constructions, since Colmap and OpenMVG created in our
experiments the most reliable object and background recon-
structions.
4.1. Virtual Object Motion Trajectory Evaluation
We use the dataset presented in section 3 to quantita-
tively evaluate the proposed object motion trajectory recon-
struction approach. The evaluation is based on object, back-
ground and ground segmentations included in the dataset.
This allows us to show results independent from the perfor-
mance of specific instance segmentation and tracking ap-
proaches. We compare the proposed method with the base-
line presented in section 4.2 using 35 sequences contained
in the dataset. We automatically register the reconstructed
object trajectory to the ground truth using the method de-
scribed in section 4.3. We compute the shortest distance of
each object trajectory point to the object mesh in ground
truth coordinates. For each sequence we define the tra-
jectory error as the average trajectory-point-mesh distance.
Fig. 5 shows for each sequence the trajectory error in me-
ter. The average trajectory error per vehicle using the full
dataset is shown in table 1. Overall, we achieve a trajectory
error of 0.31 meter. The error of the object trajectory recon-
structions reflects four types of computational inaccuracies:
deviations of camera poses w.r.t. object and background
point clouds, wrong triangulated object points as well as
scale ratio discrepancies. Fig. 6 compares the estimated
scale ratios of the proposed and the baseline method w.r.t.
the reference scale ratio. The reference scale ratio computa-
tion is described in section 4.4. The overall estimated scale
ratio deviation w.r.t. the reference scale per vehicle is shown
in table 1. The provided reference scale ratios are subject to
the registration described in section 4.3. Wrongly recon-
structed background camera poses may influence the ref-
erence scale ratio. The van object reconstruction was only
partial successful on the sequences crossing, overtaking and
steep street. The SfM algorithm registered 19%, 60% and
98% of the images, respectively. The object reconstruction
of the smart model contained 74% of the crossing input ob-
ject images. Here, we use the subset of registered images to
perform the evaluation. The camera and the object motion
in bumpy road simulate a sequence close to a degenerated
case, i.e. equation (8) is ill conditioned for all view pairs.
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Figure 5: Quantitative evaluation of the trajectory error in meter computed by the methods constant distance (ours) and
intersection (baseline). We evaluate seven different vehicle trajectories (right curves, left curves, crossing, overtaking, bridge,
steep street and bumpy road) and five different vehicle models (Lancer, Lincoln Navigator, Smart, Golf and Van). The
cropped values of the baseline are 6.3m, 4m and 4.8m.
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Figure 6: Quantitative evaluation of the scale ratio of the methods constant distance (ours) and intersection (baseline). The
provided values are the deviations w.r.t. reference scales.
4.2. Scale Estimation Baseline: Intersection Con-
straints
The baseline is motivated by the fact, that some recon-
structed points of the bottom of an object should lie in the
proximity of the ground surface of the environment. Con-
sider for example the reconstructed 3D points correspond-
ing to the wheels of a car. This approach works only if
at least one camera-point-ray of an arbitrary point in the
object point cloud intersects the ground surface. For each
camera we generate a set of vectors v(b)j,i pointing from the
camera center c(b)i towards each object point o
(b)
j,i . For non-
orthogonal direction vectors v(b)j,i and normal vectors ni
we compute the ray plane intersection parameter for each
camera-object-point-pair according to equation (9)
rj,i =
(pi − c(b)i ) · ni
v
(b)
j,i · ni
. (9)
We compute the smallest ray-plane-intersection parameter
for each image i.
ri = min({rj,i|j ∈ {1, . . . , |P(o)|}}) (10)
The intersection parameter ri corresponds to the point being
closest to the ground surface, i.e. a point at the bottom of the
object. Plugging ri in equation (3) for camera i places the
object point cloud on top of the ground surface. Thus, the
smallest ray-plane-intersection-parameter ri is a value close
to the real object-to-background-scale. Finally, we use the
median s of all image scale ratio factors as scale ratio factor
to reconstruct the trajectory as computed in equation (11)
r = med({ri|i ∈ {1, . . . , nI}}), (11)
where med denotes the median and nI the number of im-
ages. We do not consider invalid image scale ratios ri, i.e.
cameras which have no camera-object-point-rays intersect-
ing the ground representation.
4.3. Registration of Background Reconstruction
and Virtual Environment
A common approach to register different coordinate sys-
tems is to exploit 3D-3D correspondences. To determine
points in the virtual environment corresponding to back-
ground reconstruction points one could create a set of rays
from each camera center to all visible reconstructed back-
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Scale Ratio Average Scale Ratio Deviation w.r.t. Reference Average Trajectory Error
Est. Type Lancer Lincoln Smart Golf Van Lancer Lincoln Smart Golf Van
Intersection (Baseline) 0.05 0.07 0.01 0.08 0.13 0.42 0.53 0.25 0.95 1.68
Constant Distance (Ours) 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.20 0.23 0.33 0.33 0.47
Table 1: Summary of the conducted evaluation. The second column shows the deviation of the estimated scale ratio w.r.t to
the reference scale ratio per vehicle. The third column contains the average distances of the full dataset in meter. Overall, the
trajectory error of the baseline and our approach is 0.77m and 0.31m.
ground points. The corresponding environment points are
defined by the intersection of these rays with the mesh of
the virtual environment. Due to the complexity of our envi-
ronment model this computation is in terms of memory and
computational effort quite expensive. Instead, we use the
algorithm presented in [26] to estimate a similarity trans-
formation Ts between the cameras contained in the back-
ground reconstruction and the virtual cameras used to ren-
der the corresponding video sequence. This allows us to
perform 3D-3D-registrations of background reconstructions
and the virtual environment as well as to quantitatively eval-
uate the quality of the reconstructed object motion trajec-
tory. We use the camera centers as input for [26] to com-
pute an initial reconstruction-to-virtual-environment trans-
formation. Depending on the shape of the camera trajectory
there may be multiple valid similarity transformations us-
ing camera center positions. In order to find the seman-
tically correct solution we enhance the original point set
with camera pose information, i.e. we add points reflect-
ing up vectors u(b)i = R
T (b)
i ·(0, 1, 0)T and forward vectors
f
(b)
i = R
T (b)
i ·(0, 0, 1)T . For the reconstructed cameras, we
adjust the magnitude of these vectors using the scale com-
puted during the initial similarity transformation. We add
the corresponding end points of up c(b)i +m · u(b)i as well
as viewing vectors c(b)i +m · f (b)i to the camera center point
set. Here, m denotes the corresponding magnitude.
4.4. Reference Scale Ratio Computation
As explained in section 4.1 the presented average tra-
jectory errors in Fig. 5 are subject to four different error
sources. To evaluate the quality of the scale ratio estima-
tion between object and background reconstruction we pro-
vide corresponding reference scale ratios. The scale ratios
between object reconstruction, background reconstruction
and virtual environment are linked via the relation shown in
equation (12)
r(ov) = r(ob) · r(bv), (12)
where r(ov) and r(bv) are the scale ratios between object
and background reconstructions and virtual environment,
respectively. The scale ratios r(ob) in Fig. 6 express the
spatial relation of object and background reconstructions.
The similarity transformation Ts defined in section 4.3 im-
plicitly contains information about the scale ratio r(bv) be-
tween background reconstruction and virtual environment.
To compute r(ov) we use corresponding pairs of object re-
construction and virtual cameras. We use the extrinsic pa-
rameters of the object reconstruction camera to transform
all 3D points in the object reconstruction into camera co-
ordinates. Similarly, the object mesh with the pose of the
corresponding frame is transformed into the camera coor-
dinates leveraging the extrinsic camera parameters of the
corresponding virtual camera. The ground truth pose and
shape of the object mesh is part of the dataset. In camera
coordinates we generate rays from the camera center (i.e.
the origin) to each 3D point o(i)j in the object reconstruc-
tion. We determine the shortest intersection m(i)j of each
ray with the object mesh in camera coordinates. This al-
lows us to compute r(ov) according to equation (13)
r(ov) = med({med({
‖m(i)j ‖
‖o(i)j ‖
|j ∈ {1, . . . , nJ}}
|i ∈ {1, . . . , nI}}).
(13)
This allows us to compute the reference scale ratios rref(ob)
using equation (14)
rref(ob) = r(ov) · r(bv)−1. (14)
Equation (14) shows that rref(ob) depends on the quality of the
cameras in the background reconstruction and may slightly
differ from the true scale ratio.
5. Conclusions
This paper presents a pipeline to reconstruct the three-
dimensional trajectory of moving objects using monocular
video data. We propose a novel constraint to estimate con-
sistent object motion trajectories. In contrast to previous
approaches, the presented scale estimation constraint is ro-
bust to occlusion and extents naturally to stationary objects.
Due to the lack of 3D object motion trajectory benchmark
datasets with suitable ground truth data, we present a new
virtual dataset to quantitatively evaluate object motion tra-
jectories. The dataset contains rendered videos of urban en-
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vironments and accurate ground truth data including seman-
tic segmentations, object meshes as well as object and cam-
era poses for each frame. The proposed algorithm achieves
an average reconstruction-to-ground-truth distance of 0.31
m evaluating 35 trajectories. In future work, we will analyze
breakdown points of the proposed pipeline in more detail.
This includes minimal object sizes, object occlusions and
degeneracy cases. In addition, we intend to integrate pre-
viously published scale estimation approaches. These will
serve together with the dataset1 as benchmark references for
future object motion trajectory reconstruction algorithms.
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